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Mac Bundle Box Announces Affiliate Program
Published on 12/18/08
Mac Bundle Box today launched their much awaited affiliate program, allowing blog or
website owners to earn money by placing various advertisements on their websites.
Affiliates can take advantage of the various banners and text links Mac Bundle Box has
available. The affiliate marketing links and banners are available in Text, JavaScript and
Image formats to support the large range of websites and web hosts on the internet.
Corby, UK - Mac Bundle Box today launched their much awaited affiliate program, allowing
blog or website owners to earn $1.50 USD per sale by placing various advertisements on
their websites. Affiliates can take advantage of the various banners and text links Mac
Bundle Box has available. The affiliate marketing links and banners are available in Text,
JavaScript and Image formats to support the large range of websites and web hosts on the
internet.
The Mac Bundle Box Affiliate Program is available free of charge, all of the affiliate
payments will be paid via PayPal at the end of each bundle or mini bundle promotion. Mac
Bundle Box will also be launching the affiliate center, a website on which affiliates can
sign in to check ad Impressions, Clicks, Sales and Money Made. The affiliate center also
offers a simple copy and paste system, for adding the various advertisments to your site.
Affiliate Program Features:
* Sale tracking
* Ad click and impression tracking
* Copy and paste, pre-made advertisments
* Text links for social network posting
Anyone can become a Mac Bundle Box affiliate, even if you don't purchase one of our
bundles. The advertisements in the Affiliate Center are not just for websites, we also
have ads that will work on social networking websites and in email signatures, as well as
a large variety of ads for websites and blogs.
Affiliate Website:
http://affiliate.macbundlebox.com/
Affiliate Signup:
http://affiliate.macbundlebox.com/register.php
Mac Bundle Box Logo:
http://affiliate.macbundlebox.com/register.php

Mac Bundle Box was founded by Christian Owens in early 2008. Mac Bundle Box aims to
provide the best Mac applications on the market at the lowest possible prices. Christian
Owens has much experience in the web and application industries, working with popular
social networks and other web professionals such as Chris Pirillo.
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